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ABSTRACT
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Many online advertising slots are sold through bidding mechanisms by publishers and search engines. Highly aﬀected by
the dual force of supply and demand, the prices of advertising slots vary signiﬁcantly over time. This then inﬂuences
the businesses whose major revenues are driven by online
advertising, particularly for publishers and search engines.
To address the problem, we propose to sell the future advertising slots via option contracts (also called ad options).
The ad option can give its buyer the right to buy the future
advertising slots at a preﬁxed price. The pricing model of ad
options is developed in order to reduce the volatility of the
income of publishers or search engines. Our experimental
results conﬁrm the validity of ad options and the embedded
risk management mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Plot of generalised second-prices (GSPs)
of a Yahoo! online advertisement from 2002 to 2003.

2. AD OPTION AND ITS PRICING
By borrowing ideas from ﬁnance [1, 2], we introduce the
concept of option contracts into online advertising. An online advertising option, shortly ad option, is deﬁned as a contract signed by advertisers and publishers or search engines.
The ad option can give its buyer, normally advertisers, the
right to buy a certain amount of advertising impressions or
clicks from its seller, normally publishers or search engines,
in the future time at a preﬁxed price. At the current time,
the ad option buyer needs to pay its seller an upfront fee,
which is called ad option price.
In discussing ad options, the most important question
is:“How much of an ad option price should be?” This question leads us to study the pricing model of ad options. Let us
now consider a basic ad option pricing model for the online
advertisements with impression-based pricing scheme.
At the current time t, let At be the ﬁnal agreed price of
an advertising slot and a publisher would like to sell the advertising slots of the future time t + Δt through ad options,
where each option contract corresponds to the right to buy
1000 impressions at a preﬁxed price K. Assume there are
M total impressions to sell at the future time and also assume that the publisher has sold αM/1000 number of future
advertising impressions at the current time.
We then employ the binomial tree framework [2] to analyse the possible situations of the future advertising slot prices
under uncertainty. So if the advertising slot price goes up
the value of the publisher’s income will be
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In the online advertising markets, most of the publishers
and search engines choose to auction oﬀ their online advertising slots to advertisers. In the bidding campaigns, two
interesting points should be stated here.
Firstly, as shown in Figure 1, aﬀected by the dual force of
supply and demand, the prices of an advertising slot often
exhibit abrupt and extreme changes over time. This makes
the advertising costs (for advertisers) and the advertising incomes (for publishers or search engines) unpredictable. Secondly, there are increasing needs for new advertising contracts that could not only enable advertisers guarantee the
future advertising slots but also help publishers or search engines to manage their future advertising income smoother,
less volatile and be easy to predict.
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Similarly, the value of the publisher’s income when the advertising price goes down at time t + Δt can be obtained.
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This also conﬁrms our earlier statement that the uncertain
and volatile advertising slot prices inﬂuence the income of
publishers or search engines.
Now the question is:“What is the best amount of the future impressions αM/1000 to sell by the publisher to let him
stabilise his future income?” An extreme case is setting the
publisher’s upside and downside incomes equal:
=
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The obtained value of α ∈ [0, ∞) gives out the percentage
of the future impressions to sell at the current time t. If we
further let the publisher’s discounted future income equal to
his current income, the ad option price can be obtained.
In the above ad option pricing, there are two fundamental
assumptions. The ﬁrst assumption is risk aversion, that is, a
publisher or search engine prefers stable income ﬂow rather
than high reward but volatile income. The second assumption is that the discounted future income of the publisher
should be at least equal to his current income.
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Figure 2: The impact of parameter λ on the accuracy
of estimated ad option prices.
Table 1: Risk vs. reward of a Yahoo! online ad.
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EXPERIMENTS

We now present our experimental results from both simulated and real market data, in which we aim at: 1) studying
the impact of the model parameters; 2) testing if the developed ad option can reduce the volatility of a publisher’s or
search engine’s income eﬀectively.
In the experiments, we use Yahoo! online advertising
dataset, which contains advertising slot bidding prices from
2002 to 2003. We split the dataset into one training, one
development, and one test set. The stochastic models are
constructed to price the ad options based on the training
data. The estimations given by the developed models are
categorised into the development set. We then use the data in the test set to examine the priced ad option and its
embedded risk management mechanism.
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advertising income, where the ﬁgures outside the brackets represent the moving average income up to the 5, 10, 30
and 60 days and the ﬁgures in the brackets represent the corresponding standard-deviations. It is obviously that when
the number of ad options increases from zero to the estimated number of options, αM/1000 (suggested by our pricing
model), the volatility of the publisher’s income is reduced
substantially to a minimum value at each time point. These
experimental results illustrate clearly that a publisher could
adjust the number of ad options from zero to the number
of ad options suggested by the pricing model to balance his
risk and reward of the future income.

4. CONCLUSION

3.1 Impact of the Model Parameter

In this paper we show our ﬁrst attempt to sell future advertising slots using option contracts. Moon and Kwon [3]
recently studied the option contracts for online advertising,
however, their research focused on the properties of the ad
option contract other than its pricing and risk management
mechanism. Our experimental results exhibit the proposed
ad option pricing model is able to provide a useful and eﬀective risk management mechanism to the online advertising
businesses. Our work can be further improved by studying more accurate stochastic models for the movement of
advertising slot prices, i.e., considering the jump-diﬀusion
processes.

Geometric Brownian motion and mean-reverting process
[4] are investigated to describe the movement of advertising
slot prices. We randomly selected 100 sample from 1000 ads data and examine the accuracy of the stochastic models.
Root mean square error (RMSE) is a metric employed to
evaluate the diﬀerence (or “errors”) between the estimations
and the test data, by which we ﬁnd the mean-reverting process gives more accurate description of the advertising slot
price movement.
We continue our study and test the impact of the parameter λ by using the mean-reverting models, where λ is deﬁned as an adjusting parameter in the future advertising slot
price forecasting. As shown in Figure 2, each line represents
the means of RMSEs at a time point from 100 experiments.
There is 41.1% probability that when λ = 1.3 that error
has the minimum values at a ﬁxed time point, followed by
λ = 1.2 with 35.56% probability. When λ ∈ [1, 1.3], there
has 97.78% probability that the error achieves the minimum
values cross time. Therefore, we shall carry on the remaining
experiments by choosing λ equal to 1.3 under mean-reverting
processes as default settings.
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3.2 Risk vs. Reward
Let us now study how a publisher could use the priced ad
options to manage his risk in selling the future advertising
slots. Table 1 exhibits the statistics of a publisher’s Yahoo
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